Proficiency test

January 8th

School News Letter

February

It was the first time for G5 and G6, the fourth
for G7 and G8. Junior high school students also
have five regular tests a year. G9 takes test almost
every month. Lower graders also need to make a Japanese School of AbuDhabi
good habit of reviewing their study regularly.

2018 February 1st

Exhibition of Hyakunin Issyu ( Japanese Traditional card game ) at the New Year's party January 12th
We exhibited the student's Hyakunin issyu (Japanese traditional card game) at the New Year's party of the
Japanese Community. Although surprised again at the speed as I watched the video, it was also very exciting
for us that some adults participated in the game in the second half.
AbuDhabi Time by Ms.Hashinaga January 16th
Mr. Hashinaga played a wonderful performance
with keyboard harmonica. Everyone was surprised
at the skill that played such a difficult songs with a
simple instrument. We could experience the
difference in tone by customized harmonica also
and enjoyed a pleasant time as a special concert.

The last sports class

January 15th -17th

Soccer, Table tennis, Kendo, Basketball. This year's
sports class ended in the second week of January.
Thanks to parents, coaches and friends, the
students were able to spend fulfilling days.

Sports Day January 19th
Red team won the first competition of the Balls into Basket , Abu Dhabi typhoon was White team, then
finally Red team won the all students' relay, so the overall victory was Red team. Many students also
participated in the afternoon Japanese community's sports, and Mr.Nakamura Ryo contributed to the winning
of the Jumping rope and Ms.Nakamura Misaki won the fastest female race in Abu Dhabi. Mr.Uemura Daichi
joined the adult team's relay race and contributed to the second place.
There were also a lot of participants in the hottest couple's race in Abu Dhabi and parent and child games.
Above all, the dance performances by students had great applause from the audience.
The candidate of PTA board members in 2018 has decided

January 17th

The candidate for the board members of Parents Teachers Association in 2018 has decided. We are only
waiting for everyone's approval at the general meeting. I appreciate those who became the candidates. PTA
activities are not done only by the board members but by all members. We appreciate all members
cooperation when you are asked for the help.
March: 1st Parent visit to school , 5th Reading books , 14th Graduation ceremony , 15th End term and farewell ceremony

